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Welcome to the Spring/Summer edition of our newsletter, 
providing news, ideas and opportunities for your business.

Spring / Summer 2022

Not all GSHP systems are the same! 

• Are you suffering breakdowns? This will cause business disruption

• Is your system under the efficiency COP of 2.9?  
• This will cause an increase in operational costs or could result in a clawback of RHI tariff by Ofgem.

• Are your energy bills sky-high? Utility bills are at an all-time high but there are ways to mitigate against this.

These will be causing all sorts of operational difficulties as well as costing and losing money.

Increased 
Efficiency

If you have an older system without 
heat recovery, a chilling process or 

Modbus automation, we have ways to 
improve your efficiency.  Technology has 

moved on in this time and we have 
developed solutions that will offer 
you additional options for your 

business as well as provide 
financial savings.

How can the system be optimised?

We provide a re-calibration service that will assess, address and enhance a GSHP system installed by third parties in order to ensure 
that performance is maximised.  We believe there is no point having these technologies unless they are performing optimally.

Calibrate’s maintained systems benefit from a COP efficiency 
of up to 6.5 (double the Ofgem requirement).

Equally if your Calibrate system is older or not on a maintenance 
agreement, there may be modifications we can make to bring it 
up to current standards for greater returns.  We also offer 
modified capacity through extension of your existing ground 
loop, for more information, see page 2.
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A new client came to us as their 5MW pump, which had 
been installed by another supplier, was not performing as 

efficiently as it should.

The system was costing £300,000 per year to run with a 
£600,000 return from Ofgem.

Calibrate identified some re-works that could be made 
to the system that would increase performance.  

An investment of £200,000 would increase the annual 
income on the system by an extra £150,000 per year, 

meaning a return on investment of just 1.5 years with the 
assurance of a significant extra income for years to come.

Case Study



Last year we reported that Ofgem would allow extensions to existing 
GSHP systems based on the remaining term of their original RHI tariff.  
This was fantastic news, and we are thrilled that several of our clients 
have taken up the opportunity.

Our first modified capacity to be completed is a 1MW project for our 
long-standing client at West Ancroft Farm.  This is the third installation 
in five years and is in addition to the original 1MW ground source heat 
pump, followed by a significant 6.2MW ground source heat pump three 
years later allowing them to dry one of the largest tonnages of grain in 
the UK at 40,000 tonnes.  Anyone who managed to make our open day 
in the summer will have been able to see the impressive set-up prior to 
the extension and the way it has transformed operations.

This latest installation has provided the extra MW thanks to the 
capacity Calibrate specified within the original ground loop.  The 
benefits have been that there was no in-ground works required so 
minimal disruption to day-to-day business and the extra capacity can be 
used for space and water heating and for processes such as aquaponics, 
production sheds and vertical growing.  Any excess heat by-product 
can also be used for chilling in the future for extra efficiency.

The return on investment for this project will be just 3 years with 
income for a further 13 years of the tariff term after payback.  The 
client also has a maintenance contract with Calibrate for peace of mind 
and the added satisfaction that it has lowered the business’s impact on 
the environment saving 2000 tonnes of carbon a year.

For those that are still considering modified capacity, time is of the 
essence for the application to be secured before funds run out.  At time 
of writing (April 2022) £1.7m is left in the pot, to find out more visit:

Harvey Arrowsmith our design engineer is pictured in 
front of the heat exchangers on the system he designed.

Image shows the seamless join between one 
system and the new modified capacity extension.

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/
plans-modify-capacity-shared-ground-loops

Modified Capacity 
Ground-loop Extension

You could be sitting 
on extra income 
thanks to your 

existing ground loop!



Innovation is at the heart of our business and we are thrilled and rather proud of our team to have received 3 awards, all recognising 
innovation in our people, products, processes and ethos. 

Our latest win was for the best rural innovation category in the Rural Business Awards (RBA) for our ground-breaking approach to 
designing, installing and maintaining renewable systems for agri-businesses.  

Speaking after winning the prestigious award, Susie McDonald co-founder of Calibrate Energy said: “The competition for this category this 
year was exceptional, and we are ecstatic Calibrate Energy has won a National Rural Business Award against such strong competition.”

NICRE, which sponsored the Best Rural Innovation award won by Calibrate Energy, combines academic research with practical application 
to find new ways of fostering rural enterprise and unlocking the potential of rural economies. Commenting on the win, Melanie Thompson-
Glen, business development manager at NICRE, based at Newcastle University, said: 

“Huge congratulations to Calibrate Energy on winning this national award. They show innovation in rural business at its best and epitomise 
the breadth of enterprise we have in this country, while being a trailblazer for the rural economy and a great supporter of their local 
community.”

We also received Highly Connected at the Energy Efficiency Awards.

Triple Triumph for Calibrate! 
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Power Procurement
Calibrate can now supply you with 

electricity and gas contracts at 
highly competitive rates. 

When your deal expires, simply 
get in touch with Jack and we can 

provide you with a quote.
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“Innovation 
is at the heart of 

everything we do and visibility 
like this helps us to get closer 

to our vision of making net zero a 
reality for businesses through innovative 
technologies.  Our company puts a lot of 
effort into customer satisfaction, and we 
are thrilled that our efforts have been 

recognised with this award.”

Susie McDonald
Co-founder, Calibrate 

Energy



Our systems are fully managed through our innovative controller, Calibrate Analytics, 
which acts as a clever brain that will get the most out of your resource in terms of 
energy savings and environmental impact.  

The controller also performs as a conduit to the National Grid, whereby the 
system can take advantage of demand side response (DSR) also known as 
grid balancing (we call this Gridflex).

DSR allow clients with high electrical usage, to reduce non-essential 
energy use at times of peak demand or increase use at times of 
low demand.  

The controller will also manage your existing and future electrical 
assets and by adjusting your demands on the national 
grid, you can save money and receive additional 
income for your business. It’s a win, win.

&

Air Filtration Screens 
We supply air filtration screens to protect your valuable 
assets from dust and dirt in the atmosphere.
If your heat exchangers are getting clogged up, this is costing 
you time and money that could be spent on other things!

• Your energy costs will be higher

• It will increase your down time

• There will be extra repairs and maintenance

• Productivity and profitability will be reduced

We are aware of this problem in dusty agricultural environments and as such, we 
now supply and fit air filtration screens for use on the heat exchangers of Ground 
Source Heat Pumps, Combined Heat & Power systems, Biomass and gas engine 
generators to protect them from the daily dust build up common in processing 
environments. This simple and effective cover will improve efficiency and save 
energy by stopping airborne particles and debris clogging your valuable asset and 
keeping them running optimally at all times.

Did you know we supply solar systems?
Instead of paying 30p* for electricity, why not get it for 
free? Harnessing the energy from the sun through solar 
technology is a way to reduce your business’s overheads 
and carbon footprint.
Not only are solar systems a guilt-free way to power your buildings and business/
process, they can also be installed with little space, be it on a roof out of sight or 
using small out of the way areas of waste or disused land.

Installing a solar array requires no down time for your business as we ensure that 
there is as little impact on the day-to-day as possible. Calibrate will do a feasibility 
study to help us to design the best option for you, either purely solar, or with 
other new or existing renewables. Then we will install your system and support 
you through the handover and even long-term maintenance.

For more information, drop Martyn an email at martyn@calibrateltd.co.uk 
and he will be in touch.

Our Services

*Currently 31p national average

Analytics©



Calibrate is very much focused on 
helping commercial businesses to meet 

the UK Government’s goal to reach 
net zero carbon emissions by 2050 for 

a more sustainable future. It will be “all 
hands to the pump” to deliver this.

Meet the Operations Team

Our operations team is a critical part of our business and the people that interact daily with 
our clients.  To put a name to a face of who may be visiting you, take a look below.

Martyn Scott
Project Operations

Manager

Phillip Shotton 
Maintenance 

Engineer

Lee Hellens 
Electrical Manager

Ryan Gaul Electrician 
Control Bias Industrial 

Experience

Harvey Arrowsmith
Lead Mechanical Design 

Engineer

Mathew Logan 
(Chewy) Project 

Manager

Paul Watson
Maintenance 

Manager

Making 
Net Zero 
a Reality



Contact:

North
jack@calibrateltd.co.uk / 07719 330 616

South
rob.deverson@calibrateltd.co.uk / 07544 379 453

@calibrateltdCalibrate Energy 
Engineering

@energycalibrateCalibrate 
Energy Ltd

In partnership with

*All formulas and calculations are derived from industry 
suppliers and MCS guidelines, it is advisable to have the 
calculations and formulas checked by a certifed mechanical 
engineer, and as such, Calibrate Inc. ltd (Company # 
08277206) will not be held liable for any incorrect formulas 
or calculations or any accidental misrepresentation.

www.calibrateenergy.co.uk

Our systems come with the option 
of a 20-year warranty ensuring you 

have peace of mind at all times.

Maintain

We ensure that all Calibrate systems 
are installed on-time and with least 

disruption to your business.

Install 

Design

We design a system around your 
business, not the other way around, 

providing you with full remote access.

Products and Services

Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP)
We install between 499kW and 6MW UK-wide and 
pride ourselves on our bespoke, innovative, modularised and ‘hands off ’ 
solution.

Combined Heat & Power (CHP)
With output ranging from 50kW to 200kW, the Calibrate CHP can run on 
gas, LPG, CNG or hydrogen and produces electricity and 
heat up to 85°C.

Calibrate Beltdry
Our modularised Calibrate Beltdry uses a high temperature-resistant belt 
and is ideal for many industries from food to chemicals, and ensures the 
processing of the highest quality end product.

Gridflex
Our energy balancing service allows customers to profit by matching their 
energy generation and use to the needs of the National Grid.

Maintenance
All our products come with the option of a 1 – 20 year maintenance 
package for continued support and peace of mind.

The systems we install are industrial in size and commercial in scope and 
we have gone the length and breadth of the UK to do this.

They are ideally suited to high energy-use industries such as: 

• Agriculture/Horticulture

• Chemical and Life Sciences 

• Food and Drink 

• Schools and Education

• and other high energy users

Key Industries

About Us


